The primate retina serves up three channels for visual entertainment, of which just one is used for the primary analysis of motion. A prominent, unique class of neuron has a dominant role in transmission from cortical area V1.
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It might be an exaggeration to say that no two neurons are alike, but they are certainly multidimensional: size, dendritic structure, neurotransmitter, laminar location and patterns of connectivity are all important, variable functional characteristics. A specific functional class of neuron will occupy a unique niche in this anatomical feature-space, and a recent study by Nassi and Callaway [1] furthers the specification of a particular pair of cell types, in primary visual cortex (V1), which are a major source of input to the brain's principal motion area, V5 (also known as area MT). These cells were identified using as a tracer a modified rabies virus [2] which, after introduction to a site in area V5, underwent retrograde axonal transport to V1 -the opposite direction to nervous conduction. Rabies virus has typically been used to great advantage as a neural tracer because of its facility for transneuronal labelling, thereby demonstrating polysynaptic pathways. Here the virus had a modified genome, the gene for envelope glycoprotein being replaced by one expressing green fluorescent protein. Replication of the virus within the host neuron in V1 amplifies the green signal, but lack of the glycoprotein prohibits secondary infection, isolating those neurons which are the immediate sources of input to V5. The load of green protein, once immunostained, produces excellent definition of the cell body and dendrites, bettering the retrograde tracers used in previous experiments.
Working through the list above, we can try to read-out the functional character of a neuron from its address in feature-space. First up, these neurons are excitatory. This was not directly demonstrated, but it is an established rule of cortical construction that long-range connections are made by neurons that use glutamate as an excitatory transmitter. Typically, these are pyramidal neurons, whose apical dendrite points superficially, and whose dendrites are covered in spines; atypically, the majority of the V5-efferent neurons are large, spiny stellate cells [3] -essentially pyramidal cells shorn of their apical dendrite.
The significance of this last observation being somewhat cryptic, we need a picture of the theatre in which the action takes place. The structure of V1 is certainly rather dramatic. It boasts the most complex laminar organisation to be found in the cortex and several interlacing modular subsystems, each aligned in register across the layers. Layers, in general, relate to the input-output organisation of cortical connections [4] , and the primary visual drive to V1 consists of three separately terminating channels relayed from the retina (see Figure 1 ). These are the M, P and K systems: M for magno (cellular), large; P for parvo, small; and K for konio, dustlike.
P terminals are the most numerous and provide detailed spatial vision. By an accident of primate evolution, they also carry red/green colour signals. Blueness is signalled by the K system, with other roles that are less well understood. And the M system is particularly sensitive to temporal changes of low, achromatic contrast within the retinal image. In a nutshell, the role of V1 is to fabricate the basic elements of visual perception -colour, form, motion, depth -from these raw ingredients, mixed as appropriate, and transmit them to a range of higher visual areas where specialised processing is continued [5, 6] .
Back to our rabies-labelled neurons [1] . They are confined to a layer that is sandwiched between two separate strata of visual input (P above, M below) but which does not itself receive direct visual input. This is layer 4B, the site of a prominent plexus of horizontal fibres. The associated higher degree of myelination is visible as a pale band in untreated brain tissue, and responsible for an alternative term for V1 -'striate cortex' -dating back to the 18th century. Some 200 years later, layer 4B was also discovered to house a high concentration (around 50%) of neurons with selective responses to direction of motion [7] . This is also a characteristic of area V5, so it came as no surprise that layer 4B is the principal source of output from V1 to V5.
Layer 4B receives input from the layer below (4Ca), which is the terminal stratum of the M system. All of these facts now click into place. Because of its transient response character -and because large-calibre axons have faster conduction velocities, with higher temporal resolution -the M system is the system of choice for monitoring motion within the retinal image. Layer 4B inherits these M-system characteristics and, with its horizontal connections integrating events in nearby image locations, is the perfect environment in which to construct direction sensitivity [8] . Stellate cells, with dendrites largely confined to their home layer, offer little opportunity for this motion analysis to be tainted by sub-optimal signals relayed by the P and K systems to adjacent layers [3] .
As characterisations go, this is like 'tall, dark and handsome': intriguing, but hardly a full portrait (and possibly misleading). We can gain extra depth from a comparative approach as layer 4B, in fact, transmits signals to several areas, not just V5. One of these is area V2. Do V2 and V5 receive identical signals from layer 4B? Probably not, because different neurons transmit to each area. This was demonstrated by an earlier experiment with dual retrograde tracers, introduced simultaneously into V2 and V5 [9] . V2-efferent neurons were tenfold more frequent and cases of dual-labelling (neurons inferred to transmit to both V2 and V5) were very rare.
The rabies virus experiment followed the same comparative strategy, with virus introduced into area V2 as well as V5 (but in different animals) [1] . It found first, that the proportion of pyramidal to stellate cell types was substantially different (stellates made up 76% of V5-efferents, and 17% of V2 effferents), and second, that, irrespective of cell class, V5-efferents were much larger than V2-efferents (cell bodies about twice as large in cross-sectional area). In fact, the cell morphology was so well visualised that it was possible to calculate the relative total lengths of dendrites in different layers. There was little difference in this respect between V2-and V5-efferents, but pyramidal cells had about 10% of their dendritic tree in layers superficial to 4B, and both classes had 20-30% in layer 4Calpha.
What are the functional sequelae of these anatomical characteristics? Take neuron size first. Physiologically, the V5-efferent cells of layer 4B are thought to constitute a uniform 'special complex' subclass of direction-selective neuron, as identified by antidromic stimulation from V5 ('antidromic' referring to reverse conduction of an artificial stimulus) [10] . By contrast, many direction selective neurons in layer 4B are 'simple'. The simple/ complex distinction dates back to the pioneering work of Nobel-Prize winning duo Hubel and Wiesel, and refers to whether a cell's response depends on the precise location and polarity of stimulus contrast: if it does the cell is deemed 'simple', and if it does not it is deemed 'complex'. Simple and complex may be opposite ends of a continuum, with complex cells more heavily influenced by recurrent connections [11, 12] . If so, the greater size of a complex V5-efferent neuron's dendritic field might be an anatomical correlate of the integration of a greater number of recurrent inputs [13] (intrinsic interactions within layer 4B in this case).
The pyramid/stellate distinction hinges on the role of the apical dendrite, and the fact that it can access signals superficial to layer 4B, relayed by the P and K systems. The former, at least, has been shown to be capable of influencing the activity of pyramidal -but not stellate -neurons in layer 4B [14] . The manner of this demonstration, using in vitro slices of cortical tissue, is not compatible with the determination of visual selectivity and it is not proven, at present, that any direction sensitive pyramidal neuron in layer 4B receives P, in addition to M, system input. The relay from 4Ca to layer 3 is focused upon the blobs; the other relays shown (4Ca to 4B, and 4Cb to 4A/ 3) are not blob specific. Outputs shown in blue are proposed to be driven by the M system, whereas purple outputs are of mixed P/M character. Stellate neurons provide about 80% of outputs to V5, but only 20% of outputs to V2. (Adapted with permission from [19] .) It is, however, a perfectly reasonable proposition. Area V5 is known to be dominated by M system input, but the P system does make some contribution [15] . Furthermore, monkeys with lesions of the M system (at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus) can still discriminate direction of motion, once the stimulus contrast is raised to a level that they can see [16] . The main advantage of the P system over the M system is its density of sampling of the retinal image. Thus, one argument, based upon psychophysical assessment of motion acuity (discriminating the direction of fine pattern movement) is that the P system, rather than the M system, sets this limit on our perceptual capacity -that motion acuity would be poorer if left solely to the M system [17] .
At this point, a conundrum begins to emerge: if the P system can usefully contribute to motion perception, why should the foundations of the cortical motion pathway in layer 4B of V1 show every sign of deliberately shunning its influence? To clarify the puzzle, it helps to shift the spotlight away from the leading characters in this drama, and consider the broader matter of plot construction.
As mentioned, V1 has multiple outlets to visual cortex, and there are both radial (laminar) and tangential (modular) aspects to this functional diversity. V1 layers superficial to 4B are dominated by a polka-dot modular system, the dots generally being known as 'blobs', by virtue of their darker appearance in several histological stains (Figure 1) . Functionally, blobs are characterised by colour processing at lower spatial frequencies, and the paler 'interblobs' by achromatic form processing at higher frequencies. There are specific anatomical links between the blobs/interblobs of V1 and a set of similarly defined, stripe-shaped modules in area V2 [5] . The histological and functional markers of modularity are also evident in layers 5 and 6 of V1; they are much less marked in layer 4B but still discernible, at least indirectly, in that connections of layer 4B to specific modules of V2 are formed by patches of neurons lying in register with the blob (or interblob) modules of the superficial layers [5] .
Returning to our conundrum, the solution seems to lie in the fact that the P system can gain access to V5 indirectly, in pathways relayed via area V2, for instance. It is the interblob modules, in particular, that give rise to this pathway [5] , and there may be some concordance between the higher visual resolution of this sub-system and the higher anatomical frequency of the layer 4B neurons issuing the pathway to V2 (in comparison to the direct output to V5).
Deeper, strategic questions of visual brain organisation -the reason why one pathway might be direct, and another indirect -are not well understood, but might reflect an upper limit on the integrative capacity of single neurons, and the number of stages required to fashion a 'complex' direction-selective unit out of different raw materials. The medium transmitted by the M pathway to V5 conveys features defined by achromatic luminance contrast, which is already registered within the retina. But V1 can construct other features, for example, contours defined by differences in depth that depend on processing interocular retinal disparity. Layer 4B is reported to be rich in disparity selective cells [18] , and it is feasible that another stage of processing is required (for example, in V2 or V3) to construct a direction-sensitive signal suitable for transmission to V5.
There is one final new result to mention, concerning the layout of the V5-efferent neurons in layer 4B with regard to the modular organisation of V1. Previously, patches of these neurons in layer 4B had not been found to bear any systematic relationship to the blobs (unlike the outputs to V2) [3, 9] . The rabies-virus study confirmed this result for the stellate output neurons but, by contrast, found that the small minority of pyramidal V5-efferent neurons were all sited directly below blobs [1] . This means that the apical dendrites of these neurons rising above layer 4B are potentially susceptible to all three retinal input channels, since blobs act as a nexus for K, P and M inputs. The other side of the coin is that blobs receive considerably denser M input than interblobs. Apical dendrites are perfectly capable of being selective about the inputs they receive -given the characteristics of the layer 4B-V5 relay, it might seem more than a coincidence that the pyramidal component is restricted to regions where superficial influences mediated by the apical dendrite are least likely to vitiate the purity of M system computations. This is the interpretation favoured by the authors [1] , airing the view that for this particular communication, the magnocellular medium is the message.
